Optimization-based approaches to antenna design have enjoyed limited success. The task is often computationally intractable. Moreover, it is also often difficult to capture all relevant design issues and tradeoffs in a single mathematical objective function.
1n1mduetion
The idea of using computer-based optimization for design tasks has been applied to many problems. including antenna design. However, this idea does not always work well: the optimization problem are often intractable: and it often proves impossible to consider all relevant design criteria in the optimization process. In this paper we propose that the computer be used differently. Instead of having the computer search far a single optimal design, we program it to intelligently sample the large space of possible antenna designs, subject to user-supplied constraints. The task of choosing a final design from the computer-generated sampling is left to the human user, who can apply experience and judgment to recognize and then refine the most useful antenna design [I] Our Approach An overview of our system is shown in Figure 1 . In Step 1 the user supplies an initial mrenm ~pcifcarlon that describes the antenna geometty and other physical-parameter inputs. This specification also serves as a starting point far the sampling process. In addition, the user also indicates which variables of the specification are free to be varied by the computer (thefree variables) and minimum and maximum values for these variables. This information is specified in an XML file that can be edited manually
In
Step 2 the computer parses the XML file and creates an initial random sample of antenna specifications by sampling the free variables uniformly over their valid ranges. However. a uniform sampling of the free variables will rarely produce a representative sampling of antenna designs. To generate a representative sample of designs requires an intelligent sampling pmcess that we call dispersion, which is Step 3.
A key requirement for dispersion is a mathematical function that quantifies the difference between two antenna designs. This difference metcc is usually based on the performance charactenstics of an antenna. We encode the performance characteristics of an antenna in a perfomwncr vector containing m real numbers that represent. for example, the antenna's gain, front-to-back ratio, front-to-sidelobe ratio. cost (total wire length), halfpower beam width. and vol:age standing-wave ratio (VSWR) for a given design impedance. In our prototype system, we compute the performance vector From an antenna specification with the NEC-2 simulator, though in principle any simulator could be used. We define the difference between two antennas to be the Euclidean distance between their two weighted mdimensional performance vectors The goal ofthe dispersion pmcess is then to produce a sample of antenna designs for which the assa'iated performance VCCtOK are as broadly distibuted as possible in the mdimensional design space. The algorithm for accomplishing this is shown in Figure 2 . In each iteration a new antenna specification is generated by penurbing the free variables of a specification already in the sample. The performance vector for this new candidate specification is computed by the simulator. If the new performance vector contributes more to the diversity of the sample than some antenna already there. then the former antenna replaces the latter in the sample. Our dispersion process can therefore be thought of as an evolutionary or genetic algotithm that is govemed by a "maximal diversity" rule instead of a survival-of-the-fittest rule The dispersion process requires many c a l k to the antenna simulator and is embedded in an interactive system. which mandates some degree of system responsiveness. We therefore parallelize the dispersion process by distributing simulator calls over the 132 nodes of our Beowulf cluster, with which we achieve near-linear speedup. The resulting parallel algorithm is a minor variation of the seial version descibed in Figure 2 .
The first invocation of the dispersion pracess typically produces a wide variety of designs. In Step 4 the user then explores this sampling to locate and identify the most useful designs. This exploration process is facilitated by a graphical intelface. shown in Figure 3 . The central panel contains thumbnail images of gain plots for each antenna. The color ofthe plot indicates the value (low. medium, or high) of some significant scalar value. in this case the VSWR performance measure. The thumbnails are positioned so that antennas with similar performance vectors lie close to each other. In other words, distance in the display conelates with distance in the m-dimensional design space implied by the difference melric. This layout, which is computed using a technique called multidimensional scaling [I], allows the user to form a "mental map" of the design space.
The thumbnail display can be browsed by panning and zooming. The user can bwkmark interesting antennas by moving them to the surrounding "gallery." Mousing over a bookmarked antenna causes its corresponding thumbnail to be highlighted, and vice versa. (The lines connecting bookmarked antennas to their thumbnails in Figure 3 do not appear in the actual interface, but are shown here for exposition.) A booharked antenna can be investigated funher by cliclung on it, which brings up additional windows in which details of the antenna's design can be examined.
Input:
A set S of antenna specifications; their corresponding performance vectors v;
and an allowable region R of the space of performance vectors. output:
Algorithm:
Modified sets Sand V.
DISPERSE(S. V, t)
for i t 1 tor do j t rond_inr(l. ISI); s tperturb (Stil.i,) ;
Notes. mnd_int(l, n) returns a random integer in the range [I, nl.
perturb(S[n, r> returns a copy of SUI
in which all the free vaiables have been penurbed. The magnitude of the perturbations is inversely proportional to i, meaning they decrease over time.
simulnte(s)
is a simulator code that computes a performance vector Y given an antenna specifications. In our system it is the NEC-2 simulator.
worstLinder(V) returns the index of the performance vector in V that has the minimum nearest-neighbor distance. Ties are broken using the average distance to all vectors in V.
Figure 2. The dispersion process.
Besides presenting a visualization that clusters similar antennas, the system also affords users the opportunity to explore the tradeoffs between the antennas' numeric performance measures [2]. Each of the sliders in Figure 4 corresponds to one dimension in the performance vector. Each antenna in the current sample is shown on each dimension as a vertical line. Notice the relatively even distribution of values along each dimension: this is a consequence of the dispersion algorithm. Users can select subranges within the dimensions. thereby creating a visual query. The resulting selection is reflected immediately by highlighting in the thumbnail space. Funhermore, the selection is also shown in the dimension rows by fading the value bars of unselected antennas. This allows the user to perceive relationships between different performance measures and thus better understand design tradeoffs. For example, selecting the higher-gain antennas shows the expected clustering in cost (total wire length) as well as the low VSWRs these antennas would achieve when fed with the design impedance of 1 0 Q (see Figure 4) .
Having explored performance tradeoffs, the user can make another visual query to determine the starting sample to which the dispersion algorithm will be applied in the next round of sampling. Moreover, this query also delineates the region R of acceptable performance vectors (see Figure 2 ): any candidate design that falls outside R is rejected. The sample from the next round will therefore be concentrated in the regions of the design space of interest to the user, thus increasing the likelihood that it will contain a desirable antenna. Eventually, when the sample is sufficiently focused, the user may invoke a standard optimization alganthm to perfect some of the antennas in the samnle by laalang far their nearest locally optimal designs.
Current Status & Future Work
We have completed implementation of the system prototype above. We are testing the System on a vanety of antenna design problems to ascertain its strengths and weaknesses. Future work will involve incorporating a more sophisticated Simulator into the system. 
